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**MCAT Preparation Handbook**

The Medical College Admission Test (MCAT) is an important standardized aspect of assessing your readiness for medical school. For many students, the MCAT can be the make or break point for entering medical school. In order to achieve a respectable score, you will have to learn to combine MCAT strategy with content mastery.

It is thoroughly important that you take heed to the test taking strategies you will learn in the coming months. The MCAT is the first of a series of examinations you’ll take throughout your medical career; the next set will be the United States Medical Licensing Examination Steps 1, 2, and 3, which will allow you to apply for a medical license. You will encounter this next set of standardized exams following your second year in medical school.

**JAMP Expectations**

**Structure**

The MCAT prep is broken into 3 Phases each aimed at providing you the necessary practice and structure to adequately prepare you for the MCAT. These three phases are:

- **Phase 1:**
  - CARS
- **Phase 2:**
  - Biology/Chemistry – Biochemistry
- **Phase 3:**
  - Live Online Classes

**Testing Requirements**

JAMP participants must take the MCAT by the final test date offered in April 2019*. The minimum MCAT score that must be achieved to qualify for Medical School will be a total score of 499 with no section score less than 124. Participants who fail to meet this requirement may be dismissed from the program.

*Warning: The JAMP council may elect to require all eligible JAMPers to take the mid-April MCAT exam.

**Attendance**

- Class attendance, participation and completion of related assignments is required. It is not enough to show up! You must also participate!
- If you have a conflict with any given class, you must email Dr. Joel Robles at jrobles@texasjamp.org and your JAMP Faculty Director (JFD) in as far advance as possible for consideration of an excused absence.
- If you become ill and are unable to login for the class, an email must be sent immediately explaining the situation. Unexcused absences will be followed up with a request for an explanation to be sent to Dr. Joel Robles (jrobles@texasjamp.org) and your JFD. Records of these absences will be kept and reported to the JAMP Council for future consideration.
JAMP Expectations cont.

Required Tests/Exams

Throughout each phase of the MCAT prep program, pre and post exams will be taken to measure your knowledge. The completion of these diagnostic exams is required to be completed with established deadlines.

MCAT Registration

You are solely responsible for registering for the MCAT.

Paying for the MCAT

Please view the AAMC’s MCAT page for all info pertaining to the exam. You can find it at:
https://students-residents.aamc.org/applying-medical-school/taking-mcat-exam/register-mcat-exam

Fee: $310

This summer you were advised to save some of your summer stipend to pay for the MCAT. When registration opens, it will be crucial to have the money ready to pay for the exam when you are informed to do so to ensure you are able to get into the location and date of preference.

Registration: The latest news indicates that registration for the 2019 MCAT will take place in late October 2019. JAMP will notify you when registration opens and provide a deadline by which you need to register. However, it is primarily your responsibility to seek out this information. Openings fill up very quickly at certain sites in Dallas, Houston, San Antonio, and Austin as well as neighboring states, so make sure you are ready to register quickly.

Fee Assistance Program (FAP)

You may qualify to have your fee reduced from $310 to $120.

When you are approved for the Fee Assistance Program, the approval will count toward registration for exams during that calendar year. FAP approval is not retroactive; you must receive the FAP approval prior to registering for the MCAT.

Once all documentation is received, you should be notified of the outcome of your Fee Assistance Program Application within 15 business days.

For more information about FAP, visit: https://www.aamc.org/students/applying/fap/.
Why is this Important?

The opportunities JAMP offers you are unparalleled, but to ensure that you are competitive enough for your top-choice medical school, your MCAT score should properly reflect the effort you’ve put into preparation for medical school.

With the score range and subject area changes that took place in 2015, it’s beneficial to see how current medical school applicants/matriculates fare to help you calibrate your performance to be more competitive for the JAMP Match.

Below are the average MCAT section scores for the medical school class of 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical School Entry Year 2017</th>
<th>Average CPBS Matriculated</th>
<th>Average CARS Matriculated</th>
<th>Average BBFL Matriculated</th>
<th>Average PSBB Matriculated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TMDSAS Schools*</td>
<td>127.3</td>
<td>126.6</td>
<td>127.5</td>
<td>127.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Includes the U.T. System Medical Schools, Texas A&M College of Medicine, Texas Tech School of Medicine, TTUHSC Paul L. Foster SOM and UNT-Texas College of Osteopathic Medicine.

How to Access Your Kaplan Online Study Plan

Logging in to Kaptest
Go to www.kaptest.com/login

Login with your email address and password.

If you don’t know your Kaptest.com account password, click “Forgot your password” to receive a password reset email.
Kaplan Test Prep Resources

After logging in, you should be at the following screen. Please note, the courses you are enrolled in may be different than what is pictured below.

Click on the “Access my Online Resources” link under the appropriate section in order to access class materials.
Online Resources Example and Diagnostic Exams

Portions of the MCAT preparation program may require you to complete out a Pre-Test (indicated below). These tests must be completed by the due dates provided and can be accessed within the “Online Resources” section of the courses. *Take full advantage of the class resources provided to you at all times! You have access to a wealth of information designed to help you be successful.*
Class Preparation

During the MCAT preparation, certain work may be required before the class. In these instances, preparation for the class will be accessed from the “Online Resources” section of the course. An example of this is below:

Prepare for each class by selecting the upcoming Unit & Session on the left, and then complete the Before Class assignments. Some will simply direct you to review chapters in your Review Notes or tackle High-Yield Problem Solving Guide questions. Others will link to additional online assets (e.g. Science Review Videos). Some assignments will take you to the Practice & Applications page to see a filtered list of assets. You can use the filters on the left to expand to other sessions.
Accessing Live Class Sessions

For courses where there are accompanying live classes, access is provided in the “Online Resources” section of the course.

Login to each live class session is accessed by clicking the “Join Session” button at the scheduled time (note that class times are listed in Eastern Time). If you don’t have your Lesson Book, you can download a PDF of the necessary Lesson Book pages to follow along via the link just above the “Join Session” button.
Kaplan Features

Kaplan offers other resources in addition to the MCAT course and full length practice tests that are offered in the “MCAT Prep – Live Online course”.

- **The MCAT Channel** – *The MCAT Channel* is a revolutionary new way to prep for MCAT. We’ve designed the channel as a way to give each student unlimited access to Kaplan’s top-rated MCAT faculty for live, elective instruction six days a week.

- **Full-Length Tests** – 12 Kaplan Full-length tests (including the diagnostic) and 2 AAMC exams are available. The *minimum* required number of full-length tests have been scheduled and you should complete each one by the required deadline.
Kaplan Features cont.

- **More Resources and Smart Reports** – Custom “playlist” of topics you’re having trouble with in quizzes, full lengths, and class assignments. Your Smart Reports tool will help you study efficiently by focusing on the specific areas where you need the most assistance and can see the highest score increase on test day.

- **MCAT QBank** – On demand MCAT questions.

Questions for Kaplan?

Please don’t hesitate to reach out if you have any questions.

In-Class | Chat questions to your instructors before, during, or after class.
By Email | Email your instructors if you have questions about content, structure, strategies. Email Service Consultant Rachael Ochoa at rachael.ochoa@kaplan.com with other questions or concerns
By Phone | For Technical Support call 1-800-KAP-TEST.
Additional Notes

Kaplan Recommendation Engine

Throughout the course, your activity will be trackable via your syllabus and "SmartReports". SmartReports will contain all of your quiz and test scores. Every time you take a quiz, complete a section test or topical test, or take a Full-Length Practice MCAT, your results will upload into SmartReports.

At first, there will not be a lot of data because you’ve just started the program. Eventually you will see quiz scores, and as you move further into the course, you will begin taking section tests and eventually full-length exams.

Once this data starts building, you’ll begin to see how you are doing overall and the **Recommendation Engine** will begin to generate recommendations on which areas require improvement. This feature is unique to your performance and varies from student to student.

Full-Length Practice Tests and Subject Tests

There are several subject tests available within your online account to take at any time. *Do not waste full length exams to know how you’re doing in only one area. Save the full length tests for full length practice!* These will become essential for practicing in weeks leading up to the actual exam.

Wisdom from JAMP Medical School Students

- Please do not procrastinate with your MCAT preparation! In time, that will catch up with you and will leave you overwhelmed and pressed for time.
- *Some modules will take longer to complete than others.* This is all very manageable if you stay on top of it. Be proactive and work through the assignments with purpose.
- **Do not sabotage yourself** and allow a recording to play through muted so it checks off, or complete a quiz quickly for completion without effort, or sign into your LOL class and not participate. *This will only serve to be a detriment when you take full length exams and certainly on the actual exam.*
- It is not wise to purposefully perform poorly on the exam. This score will be reported by AAMC for several years and will be accessible to medical school admissions officers for all future score reports.
- Get your practice in! **The number of full-length exams scheduled is the bare minimum.** Successful JAMPers take as many Full-Length Practice Exams as possible!

Your Resources

If you have any **technical issues**, please contact KapTest **Tech Support at 1-800-KAP-TEST** or at customer.care@kaplan.com.

If you have any **questions or issues regarding any of your Kaplan Resources**, please contact Rachael Ochoa, Institutional Service Consultant, Kaplan Partnership Solutions at (505) 289-0622 or at rachael.ochoa@kaplan.com.

For any **JAMP-related questions, absence notifications, or any other issues**, please call Dr. Joel Robles, Program Coordinator at the Joint Admission Medical Program office at (512) 499-4352, or at jrobles@texasjamp.org.